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Abstract
In this paper, we describe a true-concurrent hierarchical logic interpreted over concurrent automata. Con-
current automata constitute a special kind of asynchronous transition system (ATS) used for modelling the
behaviour of components as understood in component-based software development. Here, a component-
based system consists of several interacting components whereby each component manages calls to and from
the component using ports to ensure encapsulation. Further, a component can be complex and made of
several simpler interacting components. When a complex component receives a request through one of its
ports, the port delegates the request to an internal component. Our logic allows us to describe the diﬀerent
views we can have on the system. For example, the overall component interactions, whether they occur se-
quentially, simultaneously or in parallel, and how each component internally manages the received requests
(possibly expressed at diﬀerent levels of detail). Using concurrent automata as an underlying formalism we
guarantee that the expressiveness of the logic is preserved in the model. In future work, we plan to integrate
our truly-concurrent approach into the Edinburgh Concurrency Workbench.
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1 Introduction
Modern systems rely increasingly on combining concurrent, distributed, mobile, re-
conﬁgurable and heterogeneous components. New models, architectures, languages,
and veriﬁcation techniques are necessary to cope with the complexity induced by
the demands of today’s software development. In addition, there is an increased
interest in theoretical models and foundations for component-based systems tak-
ing into account aspects such as component composition, concurrency, mobility,
interaction, and emergent behaviour. We address some of these issues, by provid-
ing a mathematical framework for modelling and reasoning about component-based
systems.
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We describe a class of automata, the so-called concurrent automata, which can
be used for modelling component behaviour in terms of event occurrences on ports.
Concurrent automata are a special kind of asynchronous transition system (ATS)
[19] where concurrency is given in the form of an independence relation (whereby
independent events that occur consecutively are concurrent).
We start by considering a language-based representation of component behaviour
in which we can capture (i) the event occurrences on each port; (ii) the temporal
relations between events occurring on distinct ports; and (iii) the contribution of
each port in the overall behaviour of the component. The notion of concurrency
in these languages takes up on ideas from Mazurkiewicz trace languages [10] and
is again based on an independence relation: events occurring on distinct ports are
independent and can happen concurrently; events associated with the same port
are causally dependent and must be ordered in time.
We then describe concurrent automata whose transition structure is set up in
such a way that it embodies the properties that ensure the well-formedness of the
language-based behavioural description and allow us to express concurrency explic-
itly. In this way, we have a language-based description of component behaviour and
a class of automata which generate such languages.
Given the semantic model presented for modelling components, we introduce a
true-concurrent hierarchical logic for describing properties over such systems. The
logic, here referred to as concurrent logic, is in fact based on an existing distributed
temporal logic Mdtl [8] but adapted to the new semantic model. This combination
provides the right setting for a truly-concurrent extension of the Edinburgh Con-
currency Workbench. In the context of component-based systems, our logic allows
us to describe the diﬀerent views we can have on these systems. For example, the
overall component interactions, whether they occur sequentially, simultaneously or
in parallel, and how each component internally manages the received requests (pos-
sibly expressed at diﬀerent levels of detail). To the best of our knowledge, our logic
is novel and provides a powerful and expressive means to describe properties over
component-based systems.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief overview of two
diagrams in UML 2.0 used for component-based modelling. In Section 3 we intro-
duce our underlying semantic model, namely concurrent automata. In Section 4, we
introduce our concurrent logic. The paper ﬁnishes with some concluding remarks
and ideas for future work.
2 Components in UML 2.0
A component is a modular part of of a system design that provides a coherent
set of services through well-deﬁned interfaces. Hence, in addition to an internal
implementation consisting of one or more classiﬁers that realise its behaviour, a
component also has an external speciﬁcation in the form of one or more provided
and required interfaces.
In this section we give a very brief description of two UML 2.0 diagrams used
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for component-based modelling: class diagrams and sequence diagrams.
Class diagrams are used in UML to describe the structural view of a system, i.e.,
the classes that make up a system and how they are related (through associations or
dependencies). In UML 2.0 [18], a component is a special kind of a structured clas-
siﬁer, i.e., a class which has some internal structure made of parts. A class declares
properties shared by all instances of the class, namely attributes and operations.
Some of the operations of a class are public and constitute the services the class
oﬀers to its clients. The public operations form an interface to the class. Notice
that in UML 2.0, an interface consists not only of a set of operations, but also a
set of (virtual) attributes. These attributes allow us to specify the contracts for
interface operations more accurately. A class can oﬀer one or more interfaces, and
require one or more interfaces from other classes. To avoid a client of a structured
class being able to invoke public services of a part, the structured class can (and
should) be encapsulated using ports. Ports have a name and type. Interfaces are
associated to ports, which are instantiable and can thus mediate the handling of call
requests to and from the structured class via interfaces in a state-based way. This
can be further exploited in providing a direct model of the state of the interaction








































Fig. 1. Component architecture showing diﬀerent levels of detail.
Fig. 1 shows a conﬁguration of components using the UML 2.0 notation. Com-
ponent C1 provides services to components C0 and C3 through ports p11 and p13,
respectively, and requires services from C2 through port p12. Fig. 1(right) shows
the internal structure of C1 using constructs from composite structure diagrams in
UML 2.0. It can be seen that port p11 delegates the received request m0 to the
internal or local port p111 and, similarly, port p112 requires m2 through port p12,
which in turn issues the request to the component providing this service (in this
case C2).
Sequence diagrams describe a behavioural view of a system showing the interac-
tions between objects or components in the system. More details on this model as
well as a true concurrent semantics based on prime event structures can be found in
[9,3]. For this paper, it suﬃces to understand that in a sequence diagram we describe
the messages sent synchronously or asynchronously between objects/components.
Each sending/receiving of a message is associated to an event of the sender/receiver.
From such a diagram, we can furthermore infer whether such events are ordered,
concurrent or in conﬂict (belong to diﬀerent operands in an alternative fragment -
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not shown here).
Consider Fig. 2 showing an example of (asynchronous) interactions between
components on their ports. Diagram M on the left shows the interaction between
sd M



















Fig. 2. Component interactions at diﬀerent levels.
all components at a higher level. The details of component C1, i.e., which port
of this component deals with the send/receipt of a message is unspeciﬁed, and
further reﬁned in the diagram L shown on the right. This form of decomposition
is called lifeline decomposition in UML terminology. Diagram L shows the detailed
interaction for component C1 only, leaving the sender of m0 and m3 as well as the
receiver of m2 unspeciﬁed (called gates). The repetition of messages m0 and m2 in
diagram L shows that the ports are simply relegating the messages. The component
C11 is the internal component of C1 as shown in Fig. 1 on the right, which can be
further detailed in diagram N (not shown).
These two kinds of diagrams are linked in the sense that a message used in a
sequence diagram implies that the sender (component in our structural diagram)
has a required interface containing an operation with the name of the message,
and the receiver has a provided interface containing an operation with the same
name. In our formalism, we refer to messages and operations interchangeably. Our
mathematical model as deﬁned in the next section can be obtained directly from
the UML 2.0 models.
3 Concurrent Automata
In describing the externally visible behaviour of a component we need to be able
to talk about what happens on its interaction points (ports). We have seen in
Section 2 that a component in UML is pictured with a number of provided and
required interfaces which are associated with ports. This is also in line with the way
components are rendered in Koala [23]. The following deﬁnition merely formalises
the picture of a component.
We shall assume a (countably inﬁnite) set of port names P and a (countably
inﬁnite) set of names for interface operations Ω. Let Op denote port operations,
written as p.o where p ∈ P and o ∈ Ω.
Component Signature. A component signature is a tuple Σ = (c, I, L,O, β)
where
• c is a component identiﬁer
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• I ⊆ P is a ﬁnite set of input ports, each typed by one or more provided interfaces
• O ⊆ P is a ﬁnite set of output ports, each typed by one or more required interfaces
• L ⊆ P is a ﬁnite set of local ports, each typed by either provided or required
interfaces
• β : I ∪O ∪ L→ ℘(Op) returns the set of operations associated with a port





This deﬁnition captures the static characteristics that serve to identify a com-
ponent. The elements of L are ’internal’ ports concerned with internal actions of a
complex component. These are the result of either composition between matching
input and output ports of diﬀerent components, or connecting input/output ports
of a complex component with those of its internal components. The latter is re-
quired, for example, when the complex component delegates requests to its internal
components.
In any behaviour of the system, each port will experience sequences of events
(calls to interface operations) formed over the corresponding set β(p). We simply
describe the behaviour of the component as a whole by assigning such sequences to
each of its ports.
Component Vectors. Suppose that Σ is a component signature. We deﬁne VΣ
to be the set of all functions v : PΣ → Op
∗
Σ such that for each p ∈ PΣ, v(p) ∈ β(p)
∗.
We shall refer to elements of VΣ as component vectors.
By β(p)∗ we denote the set of ﬁnite sequences over β(p). A function v of the
deﬁnition maps each port to a ﬁnite sequence of events formed over the correspond-
ing set β(p). Eﬀectively, component vectors are n-tuples of sequences where each
coordinate corresponds to a port (hence, n is the number of ports) and contains a
ﬁnite sequence of events (calls to operations) that have occurred over that port.
Mathematically, the set VΣ is the Cartesian product of the sets β(p)
∗, for each
p. When an event (or, as we will see, a set of simultaneously occurring events)
occurs over a port, it appears on a new vector on the appropriate coordinate. As a
result, the set of vectors VΣ describes all possible behaviours of a component, given
its signature Σ.
In describing component behaviour however, we are mostly interested in what
the component is intended to do. Within our approach this amounts to restricting
to an appropriate subset of VΣ comprising component vectors that describe intended
or permitted behaviour only.
Component. A component is a pair (Σ, V ), where Σ is the signature and
V ⊆ VΣ is the component language.
Thus, a component consists of the static structure described by a signature Σ
together with a ’language’ V of component vectors, formed over Σ. Intuitively,
the idea is that the component language describes the intended behaviour in that it
indicates possible constraints on the order in which the operations of the component
can or should be called.
In what follows we describe the basic order-theoretic properties of component
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vectors and show how the order structure of the corresponding language expresses
ordering constraints on requests over the ports of a component.
We have seen that component vectors are essentially tuples of sequences. We
may thus deﬁne operations on components vectors in terms of well known operations
on sequences. For u, v ∈ VΣ, we deﬁne,
• u · v to be the unique vector w such that w(p) = u(p) · v(p), for each p ∈ PΣ
(concatenation)
• u ≤ v iﬀ u(p) ≤ v(p), for each p ∈ PΣ (preﬁx ordering)
• u  v to be the vector w which satisﬁes w(p) = min(u(p), v(p)), for each p
• u unionsq v (if it exists) to be the vector w which satisﬁes w(p) = max(u(p), v(p))
• if u ≤ v, then we deﬁne v/u to be the unique element z ∈ VΣ such that u · z = v
(right-cancellation)
Note that uunionsqv is deﬁned only when max(u(p), v(p)) exists, for each p. It is easy
to see that VΣ is a monoid with binary operation ’·’ and identity ΛΣ, where ΛΣ is
the empty vector. The empty vector assigns the empty sequence, denoted by Λ, to
each interface of the component. Furthermore, VΣ is a partially ordered set (poset)
with partial order ’≤’ and bottom element ΛΣ. The operations ’unionsq’ and ’’ give the
greatest lower bound and the least upper bound, respectively, of u, v ∈ VΣ, in the
usual sense of lattices and domain theory [5,24]. The right-cancellation operator
says that if u is an initial part of behaviour v so that u ≤ v, then v/u is the
’continuation’ of u that extends it to v.
We may readily consider an independence relation on component vectors, which
is central to expressing true-concurrency within component languages and the as-
sociated concurrent automata.
Independence. Let u, v be component vectors in VΣ. We deﬁne u and v to be
independent, and we write u ind v, iﬀ ∀p ∈ PΣ : u(p) > Λ⇒ v(p) = Λ.
Eﬀectively, the independence relation implies that behaviours which may happen
concurrently engage distinct ports of the component. In component-based develop-
ment, diﬀerent ports of the component will be connected to diﬀerent components
which have no knowledge of each other and thus cannot be expected to respect
any particular ordering in issuing requests over their allocated port. It is impor-
tant to note that independence alone does not guarantee concurrency - there is the
additional requirement that the events concerned are both oﬀered after some be-
haviour and occur consecutively. This should become more clear when we consider
the transition structure of the corresponding automata.
Component vectors are obtained by coordinatewise concatenation, for example,
(x1, x2, x3) · (y1, y2, y3) = (x1y1, x2y2, x3y3). In describing component interactions,
we are interested in event occurrences over ports of the component. These are
captured in our formalism using a speciﬁc kind of component vectors, termed column
vectors, which have at most one event per coordinate.
Column Vectors. Suppose that Σ is a component signature. Deﬁne EΣ =
{e ∈ VΣ \ {ΛΣ} : p ∈ PΣ ⇒ |e(p)| ≤ 1} where |x| denotes the length of sequence x.
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We also deﬁne E⊥Σ = EΣ ∪ {ΛΣ}.
For example, e = (Λ,m2) represents an operation call m2 on the port corre-
sponding to the second coordinate. If m2 is intended to occur only after both m0
and m3 have, then this is described in a component vector v = (m0,m3m2) which
is obtained as u · e = (mo,m3) · (Λ,m2) = (m0,m3m2) = v.
In order to ensure that vectors in a component language are the result of con-
catenations with column vectors only, the language must satisfy certain properties,
namely discreteness and local left-closure. These properties lead to the characteri-
sation of normal component languages and are deﬁned as follows.
Discreteness. Let V ⊆ VΣ, then V is discrete iﬀ, ΛΣ ∈ V and whenever
u, v, w ∈ V such that u, v ≤ w, then (i) u unionsq v ∈ V and (ii) u  v ∈ V .
Note that uunionsqv ∈ V is understood as asserting that uunionsqu is deﬁned. Discreteness
captures the fact that a system’s computations always have a starting point and
imposes a ﬁniteness constraint in the sense that it excludes inﬁnite ascending or
descending chains of events with respect to time ordering. In order to obtain a
precise description of discrete behaviour, we further require that every occurrence
of an event (e.g. operation call) is ’recorded’ in the component language V . This
guarantees that any earlier part of behaviour is itself a behaviour (at the port level)
and motivates the local left-closure property.
Local left-closure. Let V ⊆ VΣ, p ∈ PΣ and x ∈ β(p)
∗. Then, V is locally
left-closed iﬀ, whenever v ∈ V and Λ < x < v(p), then there exists u ∈ V such that
u ≤ v and u(p) = x.
We say that a component language V is normal iﬀ it is locally left-closed and
discrete. This reﬂects the fact that the guarantees that accrue from discreteness and
local left-closure are ’embedded’ in the behaviour of the corresponding component.
We note that normality is preserved under composition of component languages, as
shown in [12].
More importantly, the normality property has as a consequence that component
vectors in the language are built up from the empty vector by repeatedly concate-
nating column vectors to it (cf Proposition 1). This is based on an ordering among
component vectors in which one is ’immediately beneath’ the other.
Covers. Let V ⊆ VΣ and u, v ∈ V , then v covers u in V , and we write u  v iﬀ
(i) u ≤ v and u = v and (ii) if z ∈ V such that u ≤ z ≤ v, then z = u ∨ z = v.
The relation ’’ determines immediate predecessors / successors in a component
language and combined with the corresponding column vectors that extend a pre-
decessor to its immediate successor, we may talk about immediate causality in the
sense of [9].
We have now set up the necessary machinery for expressing behavioural depen-
dencies between ports of a component. Such dependencies are manifested in the
order structure of component languages which is dependent on context - on what
other vectors are included. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 which uses Hasse diagrams to
depict the order structure of component languages in which m0,m3 are sequential
in (i), concurrent in (ii), mutually exclusive in (iii), and simultaneous in (iv). Notice
that m0 and m3 are represented by independent column vectors in the ﬁrst three
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Fig. 3. Order structure of component languages
cases. They are both oﬀered after (Λ,Λ) and occur consecutively in (ii), resulting
in concurrent execution. They occur consecutively but are not both available after
(Λ,Λ) in (i). They are both oﬀered but do not occur consecutively in (iii). Finally,
it might be worth noting wrt discreteness that the two incomparable vectors sitting
at the middle of the lozenge in (ii) represent concurrent execution and have their
greatest lower bound (at the bottom of the lozenge) and their least upper bound
(on the top of the lozenge) in the language.
It transpires that the issue of restricting to an appropriate subset V of VΣ is of
particular importance. Considerations about obtaining a component language are
however beyond the scope of the present paper and have been studied elsewhere.
In [14], we have seen how to obtain component languages from scenario-based spec-
iﬁcations, more speciﬁcally UML2.0 sequence diagrams. In this way, we have also
provided a true-concurrent vector semantics to the core of scenario-based notations.
By examining the order-theoretic properties of component vectors, and ’’ in
particular, we may observe that, as the set of ports PΣ of a component is ﬁnite, for
any u ∈ VΣ, there can only be a ﬁnite number of vectors v such that v ≤ u (that
describe earlier behaviour than u). From this it follows that if u = ΛΣ, then there
exists a ﬁnite sequence u1, ..., un such that ΛΣ u1 ...un = u. Further, component
vectors in a normal language V decompose into products of column vectors. This
is established in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Let V ⊆ VΣ be normal and let u, v ∈ V . If uv, then v/u ∈ EΣ.
To anticipate this allows us to deﬁne a transition structure on V which leads to
the deﬁnition of a class of automata that generate well-behaved components.
We have seen that in a normal component language V , a vector z extends a
vector u to a vector v if v = u · z and there is no other vector in V that lies
strictly between u and v. The latter requirement can be expressed by saying that v
covers u, in the sense of the  relation. The continuation z which extends u to v is
deﬁned using the right-cancellation operator, i.e. v/u = z. In a normal component
language such continuations turn out to be elements of EΣ (by Proposition 1). This
observation gives a transition relation which leads to the deﬁnition of a type of
transition systems.
Σ-machines. Let Σ be a component signature. We deﬁne a Σ-machine to be
a pair M = (Q,) where Q is a set of states and ⊆ Q× EΣ ×Q is the transition
relation, and we write q e q′ for (q, e, q′) ∈, which satisﬁes:
(i) q e q1 ∧ q 
e′ q2 ∧ e ≤ e
′ ⇒ e = e′ ∧ q1 = q2
(ii) q e q′ ∧ q e
′
q′ ⇒ e = e′
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We also deﬁne a rooted Σ-machine to be a pair M∗ = (M, q) where M = (Q,) is
a Σ-machine and q ∈ Q.
We will write q e to denote that there exists q′ ∈ Q such that q e q′. Note
that condition (i) includes the case that e = e′ in which case the condition can be
rewritten as q e q1 ∧ q 
e q2 ⇒ q1 = q2. This condition excludes the case that
an event is oﬀered both on its own and simultaneously with other events, and thus
guarantees unambiguity in any case.
Rooted Σ-machines determine languages of vectors in the usual way.
Execution Vectors. Let M = (Q,) be a Σ-machine. Deﬁne q →u q′ if
(i) q = q′ and u = ΛΣ
(ii) u = v · e, e ∈ EΣ, such that q →
v qˆ e q′, some qˆ ∈ Q
We also deﬁne V (M, q) = {u ∈ VΣ : ∃q
′ ∈ Q, q →u q′}.
The execution vectors of a Σ-machine can be understood as describing sequences
of individual transitions; precisely those out of which u is formed. Before introducing
Σ-automata we discuss how a Σ-machine can be derived from the language V of a
normal component. This is done by taking component vectors in V as states and
deﬁning a transition relation in a way that reﬂects the observation that behaviours
may be seen to be built up from the empty vector by repeatedly concatenating
column vectors to it.
Suppose that V ⊆ VΣ is normal, then we deﬁne Mc = (V,V ) where
u 
e
V v ⇔ u  v ∧ v/u = e
We also deﬁne M∗c = (Mc,ΛΣ).
The subscript V will be dropped when the language is clear from context. Note
that v/u ∈ EΣ, whenever u  v, by Proposition 1 so the 
e
V relation makes sense.
This construction gives a Σ-machine as shown in the following proposition.
Moreover, it can be shown that the vector language generated by Mc from ini-
tial state ΛΣ determines the same language of the same component (Σ, V ) using the
execution vectors.
Proposition 2. Suppose that V ⊆ VΣ is normal, then (1) Mc = (V,) is a
Σ-machine, and (2) V (M∗c ) = V .
We are now set to consider true-concurrency in a component language and the
corresponding Σ-machine. This builds on ATSs [19] where transitions are thought
of as occurrences of events which bear a relation of independence. We have seen that
two column vectors are independent when the events they describe engage distinct
ports of the component. The minimal requirement for concurrency at state q ∈ Q
is depicted in Fig. 4. Both independent transitions must be enabled at state q, and
both must occur between states q and q′. The following deﬁnition formulates the
property in terms of the transition structure of Σ-machines.
Concurrent Transitions. Suppose that M = (Q,) is a Σ-machine. Deﬁne a
relation IM ⊆ Q× EΣ ×EΣ, and we write e1 I
M




q e2 ⇔ e1 ind e2 ∧ (∃q1, q2, q





We shall drop the superscriptM when it is clear from context. It can be seen that











Iq deﬁnes local concurrency in the sense that column vectors e1, e2 are concurrent
at state q of the machine.
Apart from concurrency, we also required discreteness and local left-closure in
our characterisation of normal component languages. Consequently, we are inter-
ested in a class of automata that determine such languages only. This requires
additional constraints on the transition structure, as described in [13] and in more
detail in [14]. The following deﬁnition reﬁnes Σ-machines to Σ-automata, by adding
conditions that allow to express concurrency explicitly and ensure the generated
language is discrete and locally left-closed.
Σ-automata. Let Σ be a signature. A Σ-automaton M is a Σ-machine M =
(Q,) satisfying
(i) If e1 I
M




2 qˆ, then q e2 q2 
e
1 qˆ, some q2 ∈ Q
(ii) If q1 
e
1 qˆ and q2 
e
2 qˆ and q1 = q2, then e1 ind e2 and there exists q ∈ Q such
that q e2 q1 and q 
e
1 q2
(iii) If u, v ∈ VΣ and q →
u·v q′′, then ∃q′ ∈ Q such that q →u q′ ⇔ q′ →v q′′




2 and x ∈ V (M, q) with e1, e2 ≤ x, then e1I
M
q e2
We also deﬁne a rooted Σ-automaton to be a rooted Σ-machine M∗ = (M, q) where
M is a Σ-automaton.
Note that by Deﬁnition of Iq and condition (1) above we have that Iq is symmet-
ric and irreﬂexive. Symmetry reﬂects the fact that concurrency is always mutual
while irreﬂexivity prohibits considering an event as being concurrent with itself.
Condition (1) is characteristic of automata for non-interleaving representation
of behaviour and is sometimes called the lozenge rule [19,17]. It is depicted in Fig.
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Fig. 5. Condition (1)
requires that elements bounded above in the language have their least upper bound
and greatest lower bound in it. Subsequent analysis in [22] shows this to be the case
when the generated language satisﬁes the lower diamond property, which says that
whenever we have the upper half of a diamond, then we have the whole diamond.
Condition (3) excludes the possibility that an execution vector may be produced in
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two diﬀerent ways from sequences of individual transitions. Condition (4) says that
if two distinct transitions can start oﬀ the same behaviour from q, i.e. be part of
the same execution vector from q, then they must do so concurrently.
The composition of Σ-automata has been described in [14,13]. In a fashion sim-
ilar to that of composition of components [12], the key idea is that a component
vector v represents behaviour of the product M1||M2 provided it results from com-
ponent vectors v1 of M1 and v2 of M2 which agree on complementary interfaces.
Complementary interfaces are the interfaces where composition takes place (in other
words where components can be connected), i.e., interfaces provided by one compo-
nent and required by the other component. For example, Fig 1 showed three cases
of complementary interfaces connecting components C0 and C1, C1 and C2, and C1
and C3.
4 Concurrent Logic
In this section, we describe our concurrent logic, a distributed temporal logic ad-
dressing concurrency explicitly, and how it can be used to specify component prop-
erties at diﬀerent levels of abstraction for component-based systems. This logic is
derived from Mdtl (see e.g. [9]) with some diﬀerences to allow us to specify com-
ponent properties more adequately. The logic here is interpreted over concurrent
automata as opposed to Mdtl which is deﬁned over labelled prime event structures.
Notice that our only gain over Mdtl concerns practical reasons, that is, with an
interpretation over concurrent automata we are closer to the framework underlying
the Edinburgh Concurrency Workbench.
A component c speciﬁed by a signature Σ and a component language V as deﬁned
in the previous section, has a home logic to describe internal properties or describe
interactions from a local point of view. Further, a communication logic describes
interactions between several components. To some extent, the communication logic
describes an observer of component interactions in a (possibly partial) view of the
system. We assume shallow views of (a part of) a system only, i.e., at a particular
level of detail a view of the (sub)system consists of the top most components on
that level. For our example system of Fig. 1 (left), an observer is only able to see
the four interacting components but not internal details of individual components.
Moving to a lower level (Fig. 1 right), an observer only sees the top most internal
details of the component C1, that is, interactions between the component ports and
internal component C11.
Let C be the set of component names in our system, let v be a view of the system
such that Cv is the subset of components from the system known for view v. The
abstract syntax of the concurrent logic Cl deﬁned over view v, where c ∈ Cv and
d ∈ Cv ∪ {g} are components, g stands for an external component or gate, and obsv
stands for an observer of view v, is given as follows:
Clv ::= {c.Hc}c∈Cv | Cv
Hc ::= Atomc | ¬Hc | Hc ⇒ Hc | Hc U Hc | Hc Δ Hc
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Cv ::= c.Mes!d ↔ d.Mes?c | c.Mes!d → d.Mes?c | Hobsv
Atomc ::= true | Att θ t | Mes!d | Mes?d |Mes!d | Mes?d
The home logic Hc is basically an extension of temporal logic with a binary
concurrency operator Δ. From ¬ and ⇒ we can derive the other usual connectives
(e.g., ϕ ∧ ψ ≡ ¬(ϕ ⇒ ¬ψ)). Similarly, further temporal operators can be derived
from the weak until. The intuition of a formula c.(ϕ1Δϕ2) is that from the point
of view of component c, ϕ1 and ϕ2 hold concurrently. The set of message labels
Mes is used to capture message terms where Mes!d denotes sending a message to
d and Mes?d denotes receiving a message from d. Further, Mes uses the enabled
predicate () applied to a message term to indicate that the sending or receiving of
a message is enabled (may happen next). The set of attribute symbols Att is used
to denote attribute terms where θ is a comparison predicate (e.g., <,≤,=,≥, >, . . .)
and t is a data term of the same type. The atomic formulae obtained with attribute
terms can be used to describe constraints in alternative fragments (not treated in
this paper).
In the communication logic Cv, ↔ is used for synchronous communication and
→ for asynchronous communication. We always assume that if a message is sent
it must be received. Notice that the communication logic can refer to Hobsv where
obsv can be understood as a placeholder for any component in Cv which the observer
can see, and the observer can thus see beyond communication, for example, observe
concurrent executions, and so on. Cl is indexed over views, and in this way we can
obtain a hierarchical view of the system, i.e., describe properties of the component-
based system at diﬀerent levels of detail. We will illustrate this with our example.
We can use the logic Cl to describe general properties of components as well
as the interactions between components (at diﬀerent levels of abstraction) in the
system. Recall the example introduced earlier in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Let us consider
Fig. 2 on the left as our view vm, and on the right as our view vl. In vm, clvm ::=
c.Hc∈{C0,C1,C2,C3} | Cvm . An observer of vm, sees the interaction between C0, C1, C2
and C3, and can observe, for example, the following properties written as formulae
in the communication logic Cvm :
C0.m0!C1 → C1.m0?C0
denoting the asynchronous communication between C0 and C1 on message m0,
C0.m0!C1 Δ C3.m3!C1
denoting the concurrent send of messages m0 and m3, and
C1.m0?C0 Δ C1.m3?C3
denoting the concurrent receipt of the same messages m0 and m3. These last two
formulae are examples of formulae in Hobsvm , i.e., observations that can be made
by an observer of vm which go beyond communication.
In the home logic of component C1, HC1 of Clvm , we can also express the
formula:
C1.(m0?C0 Δ m3?C3)
which similarly to the last formula in Cvm expresses the concurrent receipt of the
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messages m0 and m3.
This naturally means that for every local formulae in Hc, for example of the form
c.(ϕ1Δ ϕ2), there is a global formulae in Hobs of the form c.ϕ1Δ c.ϕ2. There are
also equivalent ways of expressing properties in C. For example, a communication
formulae can always be expressed in Hobs in an equivalent way. We do not formalise
such equivalences here for space reasons.
We now move to view vl, a lower level of interactions within C1, that is, we look
at the interactions between components (and their ports) known internally to C1.
Here Clvl ::= c.Hc∈{C11,C1::p11,C1::p12,C1::p13} | Cvl . As seen on the right diagram of
Fig. 2, we also must consider the ports of component C1 since at this level we show
interactions between these ports and component C11. By convention we use c :: p
to indicate a port p of component c. To simplify the formulae, we often omit the
name of the component. Examples of formulae in Cvl are:
g.m0!p11 → p11.m0?g
denoting the asynchronous communication between a gate and port p11 on message
m0, and
C1 :: p11.m0?g Δ C1 :: p13.m3?g
denoting the independent receipt of messages m0 and m3 by the diﬀerent ports p11
and p13.
This formula interestingly relates to the last formulae we showed for Cvm . In
the former case, we knew that component C1 received the messages concurrently,
whereas in the reﬁned view it becomes clear that these messages are actually received
independently by the component at diﬀerent ports. On the other side, in this reﬁned
view we lose the knowledge of the actual sender of both messages which is seen as
a gate. As mentioned above, in a reasoning framework, we would need to formalise
the translations between diﬀerent views which we are not deﬁning at present in this
paper. We now describe the semantics of our logic in terms of concurrent automata.
The logic Cl is interpreted over concurrent automata. In particular, a model
for Clv is given by M where M is a Σv-automaton, i.e., a concurrent automata for
the composite of the components in Cv. The satisfaction of a formula ϕ at a state
q ∈ Q is denoted by M, q |= ϕ. In particular, M, q |= c.ϕ iﬀ Mc, q |=c ϕ for c ∈ Cv,
q ∈ Qc and Mc is a Σc-automaton. Here, we only give the satisfaction rules for the
temporal operators and the concurrency operator as the others are standard.
(i) Mc, q |=c ϕ U ψ holds iﬀ there is some state q
′
with q →v q
′
for a vector
v = ΛΣ such that Mc, q
′
|=c ψ holds, and Mc, q
′′









and u · u
′
= v.
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(iii) Mc, q |=c m!d holds iﬀ there is a state q
′
such that q e q
′
and e(p) = m for
some p ∈ O ⊂ PΣ.




e q and e(p) = m for
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some p ∈ I ⊂ PΣ.
The ﬁrst rule gives a weak deﬁnition of the until operator, i.e., if there is a state q
′
where ψ holds then there is a ﬁnite sequence of individual transitions leading to q
′
where ϕ must hold. From condition (3) of Σ-automata this sequence must be unique.
The second rule talks about concurrency, and deﬁnes the semantics of the binary
concurrency operator Δ. ϕ1Δϕ2 holds at state q if there are concurrent transitions




where ϕ1 holds at q
′
and ϕ2 holds at q
′′
respectively. The last two rules allow us to distinguish between a message being
enabled (rule 3 shown only for a message being sent) and a message occurring (rule
4 shown only for a message being received).
5 Conclusions and Related Work
In this paper, we have described the ﬁrst steps of a mathematical framework for
modelling and subsequently reasoning about component-based systems given ini-
tially as UML 2.0 models. The framework consists of a true-concurrent logic for
describing properties of the system at diﬀerent levels of abstraction, and is inter-
preted over concurrent automata, a special kind of asynchronous transition system
(ATS) [19]. Concurrent automata are generated by a language-based representation
of behaviour, in our case of component behaviour.
The language-based representation of component behaviour described in this
paper builds on the language-theoretic constructions in [21] which have been further
studied in [14]. This work has been modiﬁed here to model ports of a component
and extended to include the notion of local or internal ports. This further allows us
to consider requests handled by the internal parts of a complex component.
Our model consists of a pair: a component signature which captures the static
view of a component as depicted in UML 2.0 [18] or the Koala component model
[23], and a ’language’ of component vectors over this signature which describe the
behaviour of the component. There is a strong similarity between the notion of
a component signature and the static structure of interface automata [6]. The
signiﬁcant diﬀerence is that whereas in our model ports are associated to a set
of operation calls/signals, thereby corresponding to channels in a process algebra
such as CSP [7], ports in [6] correspond to individual operations/signals which are
furthermore assumed to be sent or received sequentially. Notice that we deal with
sets of operations instead and also allow concurrency between ports of the same
component. Consequently, interface automata [6], as well as similar approaches
such as constraint automata [2], may be considered as special cases of concurrent
automata.
In our model, behaviour is represented by a set of tuples of sequences of events,
the so-called component vectors, where each coordinate corresponds to a port
and contains a sequence of events that may occur over that port (e.g. operation
calls/signals arriving or departing or transmitted internally). This view of behaviour
is very similar to that of Broy [4] whose components implement partial functions
mapping input streams to output streams. Our approach, which seeks as much
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generality as is consistent with plausibility, tends to give rise not to functions but
to relations between input and output streams. This lays the foundation for exam-
ining the following problem: given a speciﬁcation of the input output behaviour of
a component, possibly in terms of UML 2.0 models, under what circumstances can
we guarantee the existence of a normal component which exhibits such behaviour.
Our model can be associated with behavioural presentations [20] which are a
mild generalisation of prime event structures [16] in that the time ordering of events
is taken to be a pre-order (a reﬂexive and transitive relation) rather than a partial
order, thereby allowing the representation of simultaneity as well as concurrency.
The equivalence relation generated by the pre-order can be used to describe events
that occur at exactly the same time (recall Fig. 3(iv)) and thus it is possible to
express concurrency between simultaneity classes of event occurrences.
The connection between our model and behavioural presentations follows that
described in [14]. We may impose an ordering on behaviours and associate occur-
rences with primes [5], based on the fairly standard techniques found in [16,21]. In
this case, we have seen that vectors are related by coordinatewise preﬁx ordering,
and a prime is a vector which covers precisely one other vector. A vector is then
associated with the set of primes beneath it, and this gives a set which inherits the
ordering between vectors and allows the formal treatment of phenomena such as
concurrency and nondeterminism.
It is important to note that the assumption of sequential behaviour at each port
is not as restrictive as it might appear. There is little advantage in allowing par-
allel access to individual ports. Concurrent access to the component is possible by
having more than one input port - a similar observation applies to output. Par-
allel access to a port would make sense only if the port has multiplicity (which is
possible in UML 2.0) and this is something to be explored in future work. Hence,
components in our model are not treated as sequential, on the contrary, they ex-
hibit true-concurrency. The explicit treatment of this temporal phenomenon distin-
guishes our approach, for example, from the interleaving approach of [6,7,11]. Broy’s
stream-based model [4] does exhibit concurrency, but this is lost once the equations
representing the partial functions on streams are translated into automata.
Our formal approach for modelling components and subsequently reasoning
about properties of component-based systems supports true-concurrency. This may
yield more abstract speciﬁcations and allows us to consider concurrency at the level
of individual components (between ports of the same component) in addition to con-
currency that may arise through composition of components (via matching ports
from each, as described in [12]).
Another strength of our approach concerns the true-concurrent hierarchical logic
which allows us to express concurrency explicitly but also reﬂect properties of com-
ponents at diﬀerent levels of abstraction. As mentioned earlier in the paper, we have
to clarify how and when formulae can be translated from one view to another. To
the best of our knowledge, from the existing logics that address concurrency, none
have the means to explore diﬀerent levels of abstraction in quite the same way. This
is a crucial feature to address complex component-based systems. Finally, the logic
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in [1] deﬁned for reasoning about mixed speciﬁcations with explicit gluing mecha-
nisms compares to ours in that both allow us to express component-based systems
at a high level, how components can be glued together (through interaction) and
oﬀer a way of dealing with reﬁnement. The logic given in [1] is, however, based
on ﬁrst order logic, assumes component synchronisation only and does not address
true-concurrency.
We are currently working on the integration of our concurrent logic and con-
current automata into the Edinburgh Concurrency Workbench (CWB). Since con-
current automata are an extension of ATS, we expect the CWB extension to be
fairly straightforward given previous work on deﬁning an ATS semantics for CCS
(see e.g., [15]). Ultimately, our aim is to establish a connection between UML 2.0
and CWB enabling the veriﬁcation of component-based systems.
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